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The Secretary
Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
1st Floor, World Trade Centre
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Madam,
I

Subject: Expression of Interest (EOn submitted by Mis Assam Gas Company Limited (AGCL)
to PNGRB to lay a Natural Gas Pipeline from Barauni to Guwahati with spur lines to
Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Tripura, Meghalaya and Barak Ylalley
!

This has reference to Public Notice No: InfraINGPLl118/AGCLlBGPLl01117
subject matter.
In respect of the above, enclosed, please find GAIL's views (as Annexure A)

dated 24.05.2017 on the
I

01 the subject EO!.

Thanking You.
Yours sincerely,

~.t=-

Executive Director (Mktg. NG & RLNG)
E-map: manoj jain(Q)gail.co.in
Enclosure: ala

~~/CIN
L402ooDL1984GOI018976
www.gailonline.com
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GAIL's views on the Expression ofInterest
Natural Gas Pipeline from Barauni to Guwahati
Nagaland, Tripura, Meghalaya and Barak Valley

Views in respect of the Expression of
Interest
1

for

with spur lines to Arunachal

Pradesh,

I

EOI by Mis AGeL to lay Natural Gas Pipeline
from Barauni to Guwahati
I

Name of the entity/person

GAIL (India) Limited
I

-.l

2

Complete address

GAIL Bhawan, 16 Bhikaji Cam~ Place,
R.K.Puram, New Delhi - 11066 I

3

E-mail ID/telephone/fax

manojjain(il{gail.co.in

I
I

4

-

Identification proof (in case of
individual person)

I
I
I
I

5

Views and suggestions related to:

a)

EOI submitted
by the entity
laying,
building,
operating
expanding Natural Gas Pipeline

I

for
or

I

Enclosed as ANNEXURE-A

I
I
I
I
I

b)
c)

Other aspects of the proposal
Any other issue.

-

I

-

I
I

Date: 20.06.2017
I

Place: New Delhi.
I~~

ManoJ Jam
Executive Director dVlktg. NG & RLNG)
I

I

I

Name and Signature of En~itY/Individual Person
Official Sfal (in case of Entity)
~

1A\U1 "wr/MANOJ JAIN
AtR ~/~lecuMDnctor(Uarkeq-Ga)
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ANNEXURE-A
I

GAIL's views on EOI submitted b AGCL to la a Natural Gas Pi eline from Bara~ni to Guwahati
1. Tariff to customer
The proposed
applicable

pipeline

is originating

to customers

from GAIL JHBDPL

pipeline

will be additive tariff of connected

unified tariff of its all interconnected

at Barauni.

'Ilherefore the tariff

pipelines/JHBDPL.

qAIL

has filed the

cross country pipelines with PNGRB, until the ~nified tariff comes

into force the additive tariff would be applicable to NE consumers based on the fource of gas. The
additive tariff for gas from various sources like Dhamra, Sahadol, Dahej & Dabhol "jill be varying from
Rs 1141 MMBTU to Rs 2101 MMBTU up to JHBDPL and the effective tariff for NE customers would
be very high and may not be affordable for customers.

I

In case of unified tariff which is presently under consideration

for GAIL interconnected

pipelines the

tariff for NE customers will be marginally increased after considering the capex of the proposed pipeline
in unified tariff if implemented

by GAIL. However if implemented

by another entity the Tariff would

again be additive to Uniform Tariff and would again render the same unaffordable

2.

to pustorners.

15 MMSCMD Demand considered in EoI is not realizable
The total unmet and future demand projection of North East region is around 16-17 MMSCMD,
1

that the demand

of power and fertilizer

sector is about 7 -8 MMSCMD.

fertiliser plants are very price sensitive, considering

out of

Demartd from power and

the RLNG landed price in North East, the demand

for power & fertilizer may not be realizable.

I

Further, there is a projection of additional 3-4 MMSCMD

gas availability

in North I East from local gas

fields. Thus, the realisable gas demand for this proposed pipeline will be around 5-6 fV1MSCMD only for
refineries,

CGD and small industrial customers. Accordingly

demand figures indicrted

be revisited.

in the EoI may

I

3. Requirement of up gradation of JHBDPL to meet 15MMSCMD gas to North Ea~t
I

•

JHBDPL

has a total capacity

pipeline configuration
transportation

•

and with the present dem~nd distribution

I

volume required to be catered at Barauni would require up-gradations

Upgradation

would be based on the gas demand

in the particular

I

source.

•

and

1.8 -2.0 MMSCMD gas can be made available at Barauni for onward

to North East region.

Any additional
pipeline.

approx.

of 16 MMSCMD

of JHBDPL

section and its gas

I

I

Upgradation

of JHBDPL

network can be done subject to authorization

capital grant and firm commitment
. I·me.
pipe

from PNGRB/MoP&NG,
l

of desired volume by the successful bidder of Barauni Guwahati
I

4. Proposal of GAIL submitted to MoPNG
Alternatively,
infrastructure

GAIL has submitted

a concept

note to MOP&NG

for development

of gas pipeline

in North East of India. In line with concept note, GAIL can impleme~t the pipeline subject

to enabling factors as detailed in concept note. Copy of the communication

enc\ose1 at Annexure- I.
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.-rl;l.~"Hydro¢.Arbon Vision 2030 of North East India" released by Ministry of Petroleumand
j\lat"urat($as''jnFebruary
2016, discusses in depth about the ho!istiddevelopment
of the
Hyptocatoon'industry
in North East India under three Sectors viz Exploration (upstream),
TrE\nspgqatIQo(mid-stream)
and Refining (downstream).
It also outlines the action I
Implementation plan for the above mentioned Sectors of Hydro carborn Value Chain.
I

In:thisr~gC3rdi.a Way Forward Proposal was already sent to MOPfjJG earlier vide letter
datfJd.24:0S:aOt6.VVltl'l
referehce to the. subsequent discusslons fnjyourgood .office on
:JP,;Q3,2Pt7§22,~3.2?17,
,a Conce~t Paper on. developm~ntof.Gas
~ipeline Infrastructure
In North EastReglon
IS being submitted herewith for consjderatlcn
bY MoPNG.

I

I
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Development of Gas Pipeline Infrastruc~ureill
North East Region
Background
1. With a vision to develop North East Region as a dominant hydrocarbon hub at the
forefront of India's energy economy,· "Hydrocarbon Vision 203P for North East
India" has been developed by MoPNG. One of the objectives of this Vision is
transition towards use of sustainable forms of energy by developing a natural gas
grid and CNG highways that will inter-connect the states in the ~orth East Region
(NER) as well as with National Gas Grid (NGG), which will increase consumption of
Natural Gas as a fuel of choice.
I

•

2. Presently, around 950 Km of Natural Gas Pipelines are opera~ing in North East
India, covering parts of key demand centres such as Assam and TI-ripura. Further, it
was deliberated in the Vision Document that Barauni is already bleing connected to
the NGG the Jagdishpur-Barauni
Pipeline and hence laying a pipellne from Barauni
to the rest of North East India will connect NER with NGG at Baraunl. Following
Natural Gas Pipelines are considered to be developed in Phases
NER:

in

Phase-I:

Extension of Duliajan - Numaligarh Pipeline to Bongaigaon

Phase-II:

Agartala - Silchar - Shillong - Guwahati - B6ngaigaon with
two spurlines Silchar - Aizwal & Silchar - Imphal

Phase-Ill:

Bongaigaon - Barauni

I

In addition to above, pring gas from OIL blocks in Myanm~r to India through
Silchar - Aizwal - Sitwe (Myanmar) Pipeline was also discussed.
•.

I

3. In the Vision Document, following has been mentioned
Support for the development of Natural Gas Pipelines:
(a)

w.r.tl VGF / Budgetary

"Natural gas pipeline projects tor the Northeast can poteftialfy
tall short of
viability owing to shortage of gas supply and slower demand growth. VGF, in
case of gas pipelines, will be utilized to hedge the licence hd/der, primarily from
the risk of volatility in supply volumes as well as slippages i~ demand build-up.
The following pipelines are proposed to be taken up on an immediate basis
through the \/GF route as demand from these cities will not be enough to make
projects viable".
I

(b)

For making the development of the gas Pipelines in North East India feasible,
following VGF support has been proposed in the Vision DocuPlent:
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.
(c)

It was also mentioned in the Vision Document that:
Quote
..............
The VGF mechanism for pipeline projects should be considered as a
development mechanism to establish evacuation systems. Other options that
need to be considered include:
.{
. .{

Soft loans
Issue of tax-free infrastructure
IOCL,ONGC

bonds by public sector undertakings
'

- GAIL,

.{

A national development cess on petrol/diesel or aviation turbine fuel (ATF) at
nationalleve! for projects in the Northeast for a limited p~riod

.{

Increasing budget
Council (NEC).

I

allocation

from the central pool tor the North Eastern
I

I

Moreover, considering the quantum of funds required to build projects in the
region, existing VGF limits (subject to a maximum of 20%1 of total project cost)
may not be sufficient to make projects financially viable. Therefore, such limits
needs to be suitably increased.....
.
Unquote

(d)

The presently envisaged additional gas production in Trip~ra and Upper Assam
regions are expected to be consumed by the anchor load ~ustomers in Digboi &
Agartala region and hence expansion of Numaligarh - Duliajan and Silchar Agartala Sections can be taken up at a later stage based on the need. Similarly,
the Silchar - Sitwe Section may be taken up based on the development of Oil's
Gas Blocks in Myanmar.

(e)

In view of the above, the Pipeline Sections that need to ~e taken up on priority
are Barauni - Bongaigaon - Guwahati - Numaligarh ~ Guwahati - ShiIlong
- Silchar, named as Barauni - Guwahati -Numaligarh - Silchar Pipeline
(BGNSPL) wherein Barauni is the originating point.
I

Concept for deveiooment of BGNSPL:
1. MoP&NG has constituted an Executive Council of the rrembers from various
CPSE's to act upon the plan envisaged in the NE Vision Document. Executive
Council has nominated Director (Projects), GAil to head thJ subcommittee on Gas
Pipelines and other issues.
I

The subcommittee on gas pipelines has identified realizable gas demand of the
region in consultation with the various stake holders viz ICPCl, NRl, AGl etc. as
10.0 MMSCMD out of which 3-4 MMSCMD demand car be met by local gas
production of NER and approx. 5-6 MMSCMD RlNG would have to be transported
from Dahej / Dabhol / Dhamra RlNG Terminals and CBryl Gas from Shadol, by
extending the pipeline from Barauni (on JHBDPl) to Nurnaliqarh via Bongaigaon &
Guwahati.
!
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2.

Subsequently meetings were held on 10.03.2017 & 22.03.2011 in the office of
JS (GP), MoP&NG. Considering the discussions during the meeting, following
concept for development of BGNSPL is submitted for consideration of MoP&NG:
I

2.1 Today the North-East part of India is disconnected from the majbr gas grid in the
making. While on the one hand the limited production of the gas Iin NER has been
either static or dwindling, on the other hand there is potential for replacing existing
fuel in Refinery and industry with efficient and environmentally fri~ndly gas besides
taking the gas to homes (Domestic PNG) and usage as transporta1tion fuel (CNG).
I

2.2 Advent of Jagdishpur - Barauni Pipeline, being executed b~ GAIL presently,
provides the opportunity to realize Government of India's objective to connect NER
Gas Pipeline Network with NGG by laying Pipeline from Baraun] to Guwahati (via
Siliguri and Bongaigaon) to Numaligarh and to Silchar (via Shillong) from Guwahati.
I

2.3 As indicated in the "Hydrocarbon Vision 2030 for North East India", the identified
Gas Pipelines are proposed to be developed through VGF due to the supply /
demand uncertainties involved in these Projects, which make the project financially
unviable on standalone basis.
I

3.

Project Configuration:

3.1 A preliminary exercise has been made to conceptualize BGNSPC with Barauni
the originating point. Salient features of proposed BGNSPL are as follows

as

!

Phase- I:

Pipeline from Barauni to Guwahati (via Siliguri & IBongaigaOn).

Phase-II:

Pipeline from Guwahati to Numaligarh with a compressor
near Dobhi on JHBDPL.

Phase-III:

Pipeline from Guwahati to Silchar (via Shillong).

station

I

i
i

3.2 The preliminary estimated
three Phases is as under:

Project Cost, Length; Size, Anchor customers
.:;,;

Length (in Km)
Trunk line
Spur line

I

30"

Cumulative
Capacity
(MMSCMD)

1.85

Gas Source
Project Cost
(without IDC,
escalation etc.)
(Rs. Cr.)
Project Cost
(with IDC,
escalation etc.)
(Rs. Cr.)

I

I

-er:

I"!~

225
40

250

700
40

Size

·P.h::l:

1.8.'

of all the

24"

18"/12"

4.65

5.25

;;;~,,;tt~~~l~~:'e
1175
80

I
RLNG from Dahej,
Shadol

I

Dabhol & Dhamra

I

& CBM from

Terminals
I
I

I
3135

I

1200

I

I

693

5028

965

6613

I

I

I

1633

4015

I
I
!
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IOCl
Refineries
at
Bongaigaon & Guwahati
and CGD in Guwahati &
Siliguri

Anchor
Customers

NRl- Numaligarh,
IOCl-Digboi
Refineries
and
BVFCl Fertilizer

CG D network at
Shil!long, Silchar
(0.10) + new
anqhor load of
0.5IMMSCMD
1

I
I

Estimated
Demand for
anchor
customers
(MMSCMD)

IOCl Bongaigaon - 1.2
IOCl Guwahati - 0.5
CGD - 0.15
Total 1.85

Numaligarh
Refinery Limited
(NRl) - 2
IOCl, Digboi -0.3
BVFCl- 0.5
Total 2.80

TO!al 0.60

~otal 5.25

Note: for project details refer Annexure-I.
3.3 The capacity of Phase - I is 1.85 MMSCMD considering g~s source from LNG
terminal Dahej, Dabhol & Dhamra & CBM from Shadol. The: cumulative capacity
after completion of Phase - II & III will increase to around 5 MMSCMD. Since the
proposed Barauni - Guwahati - Numaligarh - Silchar Pipeline (BGNSPL) will be
having Barauni as its originating point, therefore to ensure the supply to this
pipeline to the tune of 5 MMSCMD, a compressor at Dobhl will be required on
JHBDPL Pipeline. (Final estimates wt.t project cost, length ~nd size etc. can be
made only after route survey & preparation of DFR etc.)
3.4 Total Capex of all the phases is estimated at Rs. 5028 yr. (Excluding IDC &
Escalation etc.). However with IDC & escalation etc., the Capex would be
approximately Rs. 6613 Cr.
4.

Tariff:

4.1 The estimated transportation tariff for delivered gas to NERI through by Barauni Guwahati - Numaligarh Pipeline via Siliguri & Bongaigaqn based on PNGRB
guidelines is in the range of approximately $ 7.97- 9.40 I MMBTU , depending upon
the source of supply viz Dhamra, Dahej, Dabhol & Shadol (Annexure-H).
I
I

4.2 Such high tariff will deter any consumer to use natural gas 1 thereby defeating the
very purpose of laying Pipeline. Further, non-utilisation of infrastructure makes the
Project financially unviable.
:
.. \

I

4.3 Tariff based on PNGRB guidelines exposes investors to thei risk with respect to the
capacity utilisation of the pipeline and de-incentivize any investment.
I

5.

Financial

& other Support:

5.1 In order to reduce project cost and thereby
and also to make the tariff affordable to
Fertilizer Plants, Petrochemical Plant, CGD
etc., the capital support by Gol in-line with
considered.
5.2 Financing options available: Following
infrastructure in NER may be explored:
a.

100% Capital

Grant from Goll

make the investment financially viable
customers, particularly to Refineries,
entities & small industrial consumers
CCEA approval for JHBDPL may be

options for development

State Governments

of Gas pipeline

(for all three Phases):
I
I

The estimated tariff for proposed NE pipeline i.e. BGt'tJSPL, is around Rs. 68 I
MMBTU ($ 1.01/MMBTU). However consumer en-route this pipeline is required
to pay tariff of source pipeline originating from Dabhol I Dahej / Shadol I
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Dhamra in addition to this tariff. Therefore landed tariff would be approximately
in the rage of $ 2.71- $3.97/MMBTU.
b.

Gol I State Governments

40% Capital Grant from
100% for Phase-III:

forr Phases-I

& II and

The estimated tariff for proposed NE pipeline considering Opex and 60% Capex
would be around Rs. 283 I MMBTU ($ 4.22 I MMBTU). Hqwever consumer enroute this pipeline is required to pay tariff of source pipeline originating from
Dabhol I Dahej I Shadol I Dhamra in addition to this taritf Therefore landed
tariff would be approximately in the rage of $ 5.93- $ 7.19{MMBTU.
c.

Option (b) above
country Pipelines:

with

Unified

tariff

of GAIL's

all interconnected

cross

The unified tariff may be marginally higher than the lunified tariff already
submitted to MoP&NG vide GAil's letter dated 23.02.201l
The unified pipeline
tariff is more likely to be affordable to customers en-route this pipeline.
I

6.

Prooosed
a)

sources

of funninq for ~overnments

fin~ncla! sppport:

Budgetary support from DONER ministry.
I

b)

Cess on MS, HSD and Fuel Oil: Natural Gas being cleFmer fuel, a separate
Cess on Motor Spirit (MS), Diesel (HSD) and Fuel Oil may be levied by GOI.
This

may also replace

environmental
c)

these

fuels

by Natural

Gas, Which would

benefits for such pipeline infrastructure

Gol budgetary support example
industry Development Board.

from

OIDB

Fund:

lead to

projects.
Ckpital

grant from

Oil

I

I

d)

Budgetary Support: Capital grant may be provided througp Budgetary Support.

e)

National Clean Energy Fund: Utilization

of Funds from National Clean energy

Fund for providing Capital grant.
7.

Conclusion

( Other Supports

from Gol & State Governments):

a)

Authorisation by MoP&NG for proposed Barauni - GuJvahati - Numaligarh
Silchar Pipeline (BGNSPl) with Barauni as originating point.

-

b)

With reference to the options available, as indicated at S. No. 5 above,
Option - C appears to be the best option as Unified / Pooled tariff (with
interconnected cross country pipelines) shall pave wa) for overall affordable
tariff levels for the customers.

c)

Signing of firm Gas Sales & Transportation Aqreernerit (GSTA) with anchor
load customers for Phase-I (IOCl's Refineries at Bongaigaon and Guwahati)
and Phase-II (NRl's Refinery at Numaligarh, 10Cl's Refinery at Digboi and
BVFCl).

I

I

I

d)

Simultaneous development of CGD networks in en-route cities such as Siliguri,
Guwahati, Shillong and Silchar etc.
I

I
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I

e)

Hindrances

free RoWand

other statutory permissions,

approvals

in timely manner and at reasonable cost.
f)

Appointment

of High

power

committee

/ clearances

I

under

clearances & progress monitoring and appointment

chief

secretary

of competent

for smooth
authority.

I

The above Concept Paper on development of Gas Pipeline
East Region is submitted for due consideration of MoP&NG.

Infrastructure
I
I

Annexures:
Annexure-I

Details of BGNSPL Project

Annexure-II

Estimated applicable tariff from various supply sources

I

I
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in North

Annexure-I

DETAILS OF

DEVELOPMENT OF GAS PIPELINE INFRASTRUdTURE
IN
NORTH EAST REGION OF INDIA

GAIL (India) Limited

1

1. Proposed Natural Gas Pipeline Network in North East Redion:
The Government
development

of India is actively pursuing

accelerated

pace] of socio-economic

of the North East Region (NER) so that it may enjoy growth parity with

the rest of the country.
India was released

In line of the same, Hydrocarbon

by Ministry of Petroleum

vision t030

for North East

and Natural in February 2016. Various

key action points have been identified for growth of upstrealm, midstream and
downstream sector of Oil & Gas industry in North East Region: This also includes
development of Natural Gas Pipeline in NER.
In view of the above, various options have been analysed to develop the Natural Gas
Pipeline network in NER. The most optimal option works out to bel laying Pipeline from
Barauni

to Numaligarh

considered

earlier

via Bongaigaon

under

PPP mode

& Guwahati,

by MOP&NG.

a part of which
However,

I

was

subsequently

also
DEA

indicated that PPP route will not be possible for Gas Pipeline Infrastructure.
Accordingly,
Guwahati,

a preliminary
Guwahati

-

exercise has been done to develop Batauni -Bongaigaon
Numaligarh

and Guwahati

sections named as Barauni - Numaligarh

-

Shillong

Silchar

Pipeline

- Guwahati - Silcharl Pipeline (BNGSPL).

Section wise details of BNGSPL are as follows:
Phase-I

: Barauni - Bongaigaon - Guwahati (700 Km)

Phase-II

: Guwahati - Numaligarh (250 Km)

Phase-Ill

: Guwahati -Shillong

- Silchar (225 Km)

2

-

-

.1

2. Salient features of the proposed phase-wise pipeline network
I

i~J

arar IHE •..•·OYU,,,
fg~ngabn:,::.,GUWati~tF,eznn"K'c,.,,}
iCT
I'

'l]';'; "2~>,;,;",;;;
1"':;

I
1.85 MMSCMO
10CL Bongaigaon Refinery - 1.2 MMSCMD

Estimated Gas demand

10CL Guwahati Refinery - 0.5 MMSC~O,

Anchor load customers

I 0.15

MMSCMO for CGO & Small industrial/commercial
customers
Ohamra , Oahej and Oabhol LNG terminal and CBM
from Shadol
I

Gas Source

It'

2 CGO Networks
Guwahati (11.5 Lac) & Sillquri (7.0 La i).
I
30"x 700 Km & Spurlines
Rs. 3135 Cr.

CGO Networks (Population)
Pipeline size & Lenqth
Approximate Capex
-

I

i0·1?1i[~§'e~I.,I,:rGtilMri3n~,tit~\lr;:,J'Ym'~"I.ig~rO'W2,~o.l~rn~J·Witfj,~qiQmp're~§;9Jr;f~:t~,P!Op;o'5;oti)fJ.f-I:E~Pf?Gf
Estimated additional Gas
demand
Anchor load customers

2.8 MMSCMO
, NRL Refinery Expansion project- 2.0 iMMSCMO

I

!

! Oigboi Refinery - 0.3 MMSCMO, through swapping with
NRL existinq demand
Pipe line (ONPL)

Pipeline size & Length
Compressor
Approximate Capex

through

Dr' \iajan-Numaligarh

Brahmaputra Valley Fertilizer (BVFCL) - 0.5 MMSCMO
through swapping with NRL existing demand through
Ouliajan-Numaligarh pipe line (ONPL)
24"x 250 Km
rAt Oobhi
Rs., 1200 Cr. (Pipeline - Rs. 870 Cr. ~ Compressor Rs. 330 Cr.)
I
I

Estimated additional Gas
demand
CGO Networks (Population)

Major

Issue:

No existing

anchor

load customer.

customer for at least 0.5 MMSCMO consumption,

Needs

to defeloP

anchor

load

Project needs to be executed with

100% capital grant from GOI
Total approximate Capex (Ph-I, II & III)
Total approximate Capex (including IDC & Escalation)

Rs.15028 Cr.
Rs.6613 Cr.

Note: Entity will have flexibility in changing the size, length, route & corr' pressor facilities of
proposed NE pipeline within approved project cost.
3

'e

.

3. Tariff (approximate) on standalone basis:
Tariff for 100% Capex Phase-I & II
Above tariff will be unaffordable
tariff for all GAil

interconnected

Rs 420 / MMBT~ (GCV)*

:

for any gas consumer

in this area hence unified

cross country pipelines is required.
(

*It is considered that for Phase-Ill,

100% Capex would be provtded by Gol.

4. Support required from Government of India:
.:. Authorization

from Gol / MoP&NG for proposed pipeline from Bfrauni

- Guwahati, Guwahati - Numaligarh
with Barauni as originating Point.
.:. Applicability
interconnected

of

Unified

Tariff

and Guwahati

for

North

East

-Bongaigaon

- Shillon~ - Silchar pipeline

Pipeline

aIOr1l
9 with
.

cross country pipelines .

GAIL's

all

I

•:. Capital Grant to make the project commercially

viable and suttainable

as well as

tariff affordable to consumers .
•:. Signing of firm Gas Sales & Transportation

Agreement

(GST A) with anchor load

customers for Phase-\ (IOCl's
Refineries at Bongaigaon
Jnd Guwahati)
Phase-II (NRl's Refinery at Numaligarh, IOCl's Refinery at Digboi and BVFCl)
.

I

.:. Development of anchor load customers
and 100% Capital Grantfor Phase-III.
.:. Simultaneous

and

development

for minimum

0.5 MMSCMD

consumption

I

of CGD networks

in en-route

citiss such as Siliguri,

Guwahati, Shillong and Silchar etc.

5. Support required from State Government:
I

.:. Capital grant for the project from DONER Ministry/ State Government.
.:. Timely

availability

Environmental/Forest

of

hindrance
/ Wild

free

RoWand

Life Clearances,

statutoryI
various

.
permissions

crossinq

permission

Iiik e
of

roads, Canals, rivers, railways etc .
•:. Formation of high power committee

under the Chief Secretary to state Government

to monitor the progress of the project.
.:. Appointment

•:+

of Competent Authority

State Government

(CA) for ROW/ land acquisition .

request to PNGRB for bidding of CGO net\fJ0rk in various cities

enroute.
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Annexure-II
Tariff
1. As per the existing methodology of tariff calculation i.e. (a) demand built-up as
considered by PNGRB of 60% in first year with ramping up to 100% in fifth year of
its commissioning and (b) in order to achieve 12% post tax IRR" the estimated Tariff
of the proposed Barauni - Guwahati - Numaligarh via Si iguri & Bongaigaon
Pipeline, works out as under:
I

Estimated tariff for Barauni-Numaligarh
via Guwahati pipeline
fMMBTU GCV)
Tariff {$f MMBTUl {Considering $1 Rs. 67}

(Rs.

=

RS.420
$ 6.27

2. It is to be noted that Customer en-route this proposed pipe lint will be required to
pay transportation tariff from the Gas source which they tie-up s per the applicable
contractual path which includes the tariff of this pipeline and c nnecting pipeline to
gas source. Details of the same, are as under:

I(a) DVPL upgradation (including
augmented section of VAPPL) +

I

Shadol

I

I(b) JHBDPL +

= Rs.

(c) Barauni - Guwahati - Numaligarh
pipeline
(a) RIL's Shadol- Phulpur Pipeline +

Rs. 96

(b) JHBDPL +

= Rs. 63~ ($ 9.40)
Guwahati

Dhamra

(c) Barauni Pipeline
(a) JHBDPL +

Guwahati

Dabhol

(b) Barauni
Pi eline
(a) DUPL +

-

-

59~.32 ($ a.85)

+]

Rs. 114 + Rs 420

Numaligarh
RS.114+Rs420

-

Numaligarh

= Rs. 534 ($ 7.97)
Rs 24.6 + Rs. 59.32 +
Rs. 114 '+ Rs. 420

(b) DVPL - GREP upgradation (including
augmented section of VAPPL) +

= Rs. 617.97

($ 9.22)

(c) JHBDPL +
(d) Barauni
Pipeline
3.

-

Guwahati

-

Numaligarh

As evident from the above table, the likely applicable tariff (as per existing PNGRB
guidelines) to customer en-route of Barauni - Numaligarh - Guwahati
Pipeline (BNGSPL) works out in the range of $7.97 to $9.40
MMBTU.

- Silchar
Since the

derived tariff as mentioned
(Fertilizer,

Power,

other

above is very high, it may not a~tract new investments
industries)

and

may

not incentivize

existing

potential

customers like refineries to switch from alternative fuels to ~atural Gas. Thus the
objective of extending the pipeline to Northeast will not be achievable with such high
.

tarif].

I

I

I

4.

There is a pressing national need for establishment of natural gas grid in the North
Eastern part of the country, at the same time any commercial listed entity, it is
subjected to prudence and propriety oversight by audit and regulatory/statutory
bodies with respect to the investment decisions particularly if there are uncertainties
of revenue and profitability. It may be appreciated that invrstment in Natural Gas
pipeline as per present PNGRB regulations does not ensure fixed return to the
transporter which is subject to capacity utilisation, whereas in other infrastructure
projects like power transmission,
there is no risk on the investment
of the
transmission companies as regulations in that sector ensures fixed return to those
companies irrespective of capacity utilisation. Therefore with huge uncertainty of
returns, support from Gol is imperative/ thereof necessity for! development of pipeline
infrastructure in the country.
.
II
I

5.

In view of above, charging of Unified / Pooled tariff as recommended by CCEA in
case of JHBDPL shall enable to realize reasonable return ion its investment and at
the same time shall pave the way for overall affordable tariff levels to North East
Customers.

